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General Instructions for Using the iNPLANT! ™
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Open the sterile barrier to release the inner bag.
Holding the inner bag level, apply pressure towards
the center to burst the saline packet located within
the funnel. Keep applying pressure up and down the
bag for at least 60 seconds to allow the wicking
fabric to evenly distribute the saline.
Peel open the inner sterile packaging and transfer
the funnel to the sterile field.
With one hand holding the funnel flat, remove the
wicking fabric by pulling on the tab at the distal
end. This will distribute the saline throughout the
inner surface of the funnel, activating the lubricious
coating.
Fully open the Glide Track on the back of the funnel.
Pour the implant from the basin into the funnel. We
advise adding additional antibiotic impregnated
saline into the funnel. This will not escape as the
end is sealed.
Close the Glide Track by forcefully engaging both
tracks right over left. Confirm the closure in both
directions with auditory and tactile feedback.
To ensure the funnel is fully lubricated, we suggest
sliding the implant back and forth within the funnel.
Cut the tip of the funnel to the desired size
according to the guidelines printed on the funnel.
We recommend using serrated or curved Mayo
scissors. Deliver the implant into the breast by
squeezing the implant towards the funnel opening.
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Description
The iNPLANT! ™ is a sterile, transparent, cone-shaped sleeve constructed of a
flexible, Pthalate-free polymeric film and has a lubricious hydrophilic coating on
the inside surface.
Intended Use
The iNPLANT!™ is intended to facilitate the delivery of silicone gel implants by
providing a shell-tissue interface with less friction during insertion of the implant.
It is also intended to facilitate implementation of a "no-touch technique" in
implant insertion.
Product Warranty
Proximate Concepts, LLC stands behind the iNPLANT (TM) funnel. If you are not
completely satisfied after the use of one iNPLANT Funnel, contact our Customer
Service department within 30 days to receive a refund. Once the Return Form and
unwanted items are received and processed, we will issue a refund to your
original form of payment. Please note that Shipping Fees and interest fees are
non-refundable.
If you experience difficulty in its use resulting in the need for a second funnel
being used per patient, we will replace it at no charge.
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Prior to 1st Time Use
We strongly advise you to watch the instructional video available on our website.
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